Abstract-This paper describes a spatial error concealment weights being inversely proportional to the distance of method that uses edge related information for concealing source and destination pixels. This method forms part of the missing macroblocks in a way that not only preserves existing spatiotemporal error concealment feature implemented in the edges but also avoids introducing new strong ones. 
I. INTRODUCTION edge orientations in the neighborhood of the missing MB by
Wireless video transmission is a topic that has attracted a applying edge detecting filters to the adjacent blocks/MBs. lot of attention recently with more consumer devices and Linear interpolation along detected edges that pass -when mediums becoming available which are able to extended -from the missing MB is then performed in the accommodate such transmissions. Video transmission over methods of [7] [8] . In [9] and [10] edge orientation estimation wireless networks can suffer from packet erasures due to the is followed by a more computationally expensive projection fluctuating channel conditions. Error concealment is the onto convex sets. In [11] interpolation is done recursively for process of recovering or estimating the information lost due bands of missing pixels, using border pixels of surrounding to such transmission errors. To accomplish this recovery MBs and already concealed pixels of the recovered MB. The concealment methods employ the correlation that exists concept of sequential error concealment is also followed in between a damaged macroblock (MB) and its adjacent [12] . In order to exploit the strengths of multiple methods macroblocks in the same or previous frame(s). Temporal [13] proposes an adaptive SEC strategy which switches concealment methods estimate missing motion vectors and between methods (the method of [5] , the BNM method of then use these for motion compensated temporal replacement [14] and directional interpolation), based on multiple edge of the lost MBs, while spatial concealment methods rely on strength thresholds provided by a previous edge detection. spatially adjacent macroblocks for estimating missing pixels This poses the problem of finding appropriate thresholds that usually through an interpolation process. Although temporal do not compromise the performance of directional concealment methods are capable of very good results [1] (SEC) areas of increased spatial activity or textured areas includes methods that estimate missing spatial information in directional interpolation can result in the creation of false the frequency domain [2] , hybrid methods [3] [4] that employ edges or the emphasis of relatively weak edges. In such cases the DCT domain to produce, in the case of [3] smoothing a smooth approximation for the missing MB can give better constraints for the estimation of missing pixels, or, in the subjective (and objective) quality. In this paper we propose a case of [4] an interpolation mask, as well as spatial domain SEC method that uses the directional entropy of neighboring approaches [5] - [14] . The latter category includes the method edges for deciding between directional interpolation (DI) of [5] which replaces missing pixels with weighted averages (ensuring edge preservation) and bilinear interpolation (BI) of the nearest border pixels of adjacent MBs, with the (avoiding the creation of false strong edges). The motivation edges that might pass through. A Sobel filter is employed entropy of the edge direction data in the neighborhood of the followed by non maximal suppression and hysteresis missing MB is calculated and used as a measure of thresholding. The 3x3 Sobel filter provides edge magnitude "directional activity". The entropy calculation takes into and edge direction data for the pixels of each reliable account only edge pixels i.e. those pixels that have edge neighboring MB. All edge direction values are quantized in 8 related information. A large directional activity indicates that directional categories from 00 to 157.50 using a step of 22.50 no specific edge direction is perceptually prevalent since similar to the method of [8] (Figure 2a ). The classification edges of different directions interact with each other. The process steps over each pixel in the 8 pixel wide boundary of directional entropy is given by the following formula: the reliable neighboring MBs to find the directional limits that define which edge directions cross the missing MB from
that specific pixel. The direction of the edge at the specific xCEP pixel (if present) is then examined and if within these limits where EP is the set of pixels x in the neighborhood of the its strength is added to the corresponding directional missing MB that have associated edge data and dx is the category. At the end of classification, ranking of the directional category of the edge at the specific pixel x. The directional categories is performed based on the calculated maximum possible entropy for 8 directional categories is 3 edge strength value. Edge directions with less than 7000u the bits which corresponds to all directions being equally strength of the one ranked first are marked as weak while the probable. An entropy threshold of 2.6 bits was found to give rest are considered strong. Weighted ID interpolation along good results for a large number of sequences. Figure 3c ,d the winning edge direction is applied for each missing pixel show how this entropy changes for the macroblocks adjacent with weights being set inversely proportional to the distance to those missing in the two corrupted frames of the 'foreman' of the missing pixel from the source pixels. The source sequence shown in Figure 3a and 3b. Note that macroblocks pixels are the two pixels lying on the one-pixel wide external with a clear dominant edge direction have a low directional boundary of the missing MB which are intersected by the entropy (dark colors) while MBs cluttered with edges have a edge of the specific interpolation direction that passes from higher such entropy (light colors). One can notice that while the missing pixel (Figure 2a) . If the selected direction crosses DI performs well when a dominant edge exists (Figure 3a) it the boundary at a non integral fsthe then the nearest pixel suffers when that's not the case (Figure 3b) where BI gives theibondaryatsaoninegrlposition te better results. The proposed method on the other hand performs very well in both cases (Figure 3c,d) switching B. Bilinear Interpolation successfully between the 2 interpolation methods. The full Bilinear interpolation (Figure 2b ) is done according to SEC switching algorithm is as follows: [5] . It replaces each missing pixel with a weighted average of If (num ofstrong edge directions =0) OR (num ofstrong edge| the nearest pixels on the boundary of the 4-neighboring MBs.
directions > 2) OR (directional entropy > threshold) The weights used are inversely proportional to the distance apply BI of source and destination pixels. else apply DI.
>,\~concealed IDR frames. In the following it is assumed that concealment of missing MBs in a specific affected frame \ proceeds in the manner described in [6] duration of all test sequences is 300 frames. The total number of IDR frames for each sequence is 25. In al cae onl sorc pieso.heetra The results show that the proposed algorithm performs randomly to the coded bit stream at a rate of 400. 10 significantly better compared to the method adopted in the different random error patterns were used with each JM decoder (BI) or a constant DI approach. It also sequence. With each error pattern a different set of IDR outperforms a detailed edge strength based switching frames is affected. Results are presented only for the method as the one suggested in [13] . Looking at the tables it affected IDR frames in the form of average frame peak becomes evident that one of the advantages of the proposed signal to noise ration (PSNR) -i.e. average PSNR for the method is the fact that it doesn't experience dips in specific IDR frame across those error sequences in which it performance as do the JM and constant DI approaches, but has been affected -and average PSNR of all such spatially rather performs either better or somewhere in between.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a spatial error concealment method that switches between directional interpolation and bilinear interpolation based on the directional entropy of detected edge pixels in spatially adjacent correctly received macroblocks. The motivation behind this work was the desire to use an edge preserving method without the perceptually disturbing artifacts resulting from the creation of false edges. The proposed strategy exploits the strengths of both implemented SEC methods without compromising the performance of either of them thus leading to performance improvements of over 1 dB for specific concealed frames. (c) (d)
